GRAZIOSA Series 90cm COOKERS

Made in Italy

Product Information
The Graziosa 90cm cookers are value offers within the Glem range.
There are two models. An all gas model GL965MVI and a dual fuel model
GL965EI. They are very well speciﬁed with large 132 litre ovens and ﬂame
failure devices ﬁtted to all burners.

2 Models
Model - GL965MVI
Gas oven with fan assisted and static functions
Easy 10 amp plug in connection
Plugs in the same as a kettle. There is a plug and
cable already ﬁtted. How easy is that?
Model - GL965EI
Fan forced Electric oven
Fan assisted grill
Static Grill function
Oven light

The Family Sized Cooktop
Single piece high grade water burnished stainless steel
that is easier to clean and beautifule too look at.
Flame Failure Safety Devices on all burners
In the event of the ﬂame going out
the gas stops ﬂowing
Top quality Italian made burners.
Top model SABAF alloy burners
as used on all the top brands
Auto ignition through the knob.
Simply turn the knob and press
to light the burner selected.
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New Tech Trivets.
Provides a strong safe stable
cooking surface. They look like cast iron
but wtihout the weight.

GRAZIOSA Series 90cm COOKERS

Made in Italy

The HUGE 132L Oven - BIG and Beautiful
Simply great for everthing. Both the electric and gas models have a fan that distributes the heat evenly
through the cavity which means a lot of cooking can be done at the same time.
A capacity of 132 litres is the biggest oven cavity in the Glem range.

Chrome Side Racks
Other brands let the racks slide
straight on an enamel surface
which scratches the enamel.

Titanium Enamel
The oven interior is coated in Titanium
enamel. The non porous ﬁnish makes the
oven much easier to clean.

Full Glass Inner Door

The double glass door has a large window
and the inner glass is removable for
easy cleaning.

Long Life Door Seal

The door seal is ﬁbregalss, the same as
we use on a pyrolitic oven. You will never
have to replace a door seal again.

The Grill - More that just a Grill.

FEATURES OF THE GAS OVEN

The grill is electric and is inside the oven.

Tri Vent Gas Oven Heating

Only one cavity to keep clean and you can get in and
clean it easily. It also allows for shelf height ﬂexibility
and a wider application of grilling techniques.

The Grill has fan assisted function

Best for grilling medium and thicker cuts of meat.
The fan assisted grill is a must have feature.

Closed Door Electric Grilling- super efﬁcient
Air born grease is kept out of the kitchen and there is no
discolouration of your cooker knobs and control panel.

Standard Features

Stainless steel adjustable legs to match your bench height.
Digital clock shows time of day and cooking time remaining.
Tangential cooling fan lowers the temperature of external surfaces.
Oven light - Auto ignition through the knob - 2 shelves, grill and rack

A 3 way perimeter heat venting system
ensures perfect heat distribution.

Centre Located Gas Oven Burner.
Some brands have the burner
at the rear of the oven.
The central location under the ﬂoor
ensures even heat from the start.

Works in a blackout

Glem gas ovens work even without
the electricity connected. Easy to
light manually.

The descriptions and images apply to the speciﬁc products at the date of publication. We have a policy of continuous product development
and product speciﬁcations may change without notice. Please check with the retailer that this information correctly describes the products
that are being offered for sale. Emilia Glem should not be held responsible for any errors in this information caused by inaccuracy in printing
or transcriptioin.

WARRANTY - 2 YEARS FULL FACTORY WARRANTY Emilia Glem has a national service network, call 1300 307 917 for details.

